I. Introduction:
Curve fitting or fitting a statistical/mathematical model to data finds its application in almost all empirical sciences -viz. physics, chemistry, zoology, botany, environmental sciences, economics, etc. It has four objectives: the first, to describe the observed (or experimentally obtained) dataset by a statistical/mathematical formula; the second, to estimate the parameters of the formula so obtained and interpret them so that the interpretation is consistent with the generally accepted principles of the discipline concerned; the third, to predict, interpolate or extrapolate the expected values of the dependent variable with the estimated formula; and the last, to use the formula for designing, controlling or planning. There are many principles of curve fitting: the Least Squares (of errors), the Least Absolute Errors, the Maximum Likelihood, the Generalized Method of Moments and so on.
The principle of Least Squares (method of curve fitting) lies in minimizing the sum of squared errors, ( , ,..., ); 1, 2,...,
is a vector of values of independent (explanatory or predictor) variables. As a problem the dataset, ( , ) y x , is given and the parameters ( ; 1, 2,..., ) and p (the number of parameters) need not be equal. However, the number of observations ( n ) almost always exceeds the number of parameters ( p ). The system of equations so presented is inconsistent such as not to permit s 2 to be zero; it must always be a positive value. In case s 2 may take on a zero value, the problem no longer belongs to the realm of statistics; it is a purely mathematical problem of solving a system of equations. However, the method of the Least Squares continues to be applicable to this case too. It is also applicable to the cases where n does not exceed p .
Take for example two simple cases; the first of two (linear and consistent) equations in two unknowns; and the second of three (linear and consistent) equations in two unknowns, presented in the matrix form as y Xb u 
This solution is identical to the one obtained if we would have solved the first system of equations by any algebraic method (assuming
Similarly, for the second system of equations, we have 
This solution is identical to any solution that we would have obtained by solving any combination of two equations (taken from the three equations). This is so since the three equations are mutually consistent. Now, let us look at the problem slightly differently. In the system of equations that we have at hand (i.e. y u Xb − = ), the Jacobian (J, or the matrix of the first partial derivatives of i y with respect to j b ) is X. Or, ) is constant. However, if the system is nonlinear (in parameters), the J matrix varies in accordance with the value of j b at which i y is evaluated. This fact immediately leads us to the Gauss-Newton method (of nonlinear Least Squares). This method is an iterative method and may be described as follows.
Take any arbitrary value of
and find (0) J at that. Also, evaluate the equations at (0) b to obtain (0) ; .
i y i
∀ This (0) y will (almost always) be different from the y given in the dataset. Now, find
Obtain the next approximation of
.
Evaluate the equations at (1) b to obtain (1) y and also find (1) J at (1) b . As before, find
And continue until b ∆ is negligibly small. The fixed point theorem guarantees convergence. Thus we obtain the estimated parameters, b . Note that an approximate value of the first derivative (elements of the Jacobian matrix) of a function ( ) b ϕ at any point a b may be obtained numerically as
. For example, the first derivative of Note that although in this example we obtain the exact value of the first derivative, we would obtain, in general, only an approximate value.
The Gauss-Newton method is very powerful, but it fails to work when the problem is ill conditioned or multi-modal. Hence, many methods have been developed to deal with difficult, ill conditioned or multimodal problems. Levenberg (1944) and later Marquardt (1963) replaced the fundamental Gauss-Newton's
, where λ is the dampening factor. Similarly, Tikhonov (1943 Tikhonov ( , 1963 Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) modified the Gaussian formula for ill conditioned linear regression, which finally led to the Ridge Regression by Hoerl (1962) and Hoerl and Kennard (1970) 
It may be noted that a nonlinear least squares problem is fundamentally a problem in optimization of nonlinear functions. Initially optimization of nonlinear functions was methodologically based on the Lagrange-Leibniz-Newton principles and therefore could not easily escape local optima. Hence, its development to deal with nonconvex (multimodal) functions stagnated until the mid 1950's. Stanislaw Ulam, John von Neumann and Nicolas Metropolis had in the late 1940's proposed the Monte Carlo method of simulation (Metropolis, 1987; Metropolis et al. 1953) and it was gradually realized that the simulation approach could provide an alternative methodology to mathematical investigations in optimization. George Box (1957) was perhaps the first mathematician who exploited the idea and developed his evolutionary method of nonlinear optimization. Almost a decade later, John Nelder and Roger Mead (1964) developed their simplex method and incorporated in it the ability to learn from its earlier search experience and adapt itself to the topography of the surface of the optimand function. MJ Box (1965) developed his complex method, which strews random numbers over the entire domain of the decision variables and therefore has a great potentiality to escape local optima and locate the global optimum of a nonlinear function. These methods may be applied to nonlinear curve fitting problem (Mishra, 2006) , but unfortunately such applications have been only few and far between.
The simulation-based optimization became a hotbed of research due to the invention of the 'genetic algorithm' by John Holland (1975) . A number of other methods of global optimization were soon developed. Among them, the 'Clustering Method" of Aimo Törn (1978 , Törn & Viitanen, 1994 , the "Simulated Annealing Method " of Kirkpatrick and others (1983) and Cerny (1985) , "Tabu Search Method" of Fred Glover (1986) , the "Particle Swarm Method" of Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) and the "Differential Evolution Method" of Storn and Price (1995) are quite effective. All these methods use the one or the other stochastic process to search the global optima. On account of the ability of these methods to search optimal solutions of quite difficult nonlinear functions, they provide a great scope to deal with the nonlinear curve fitting problems. These methods supplement other mathematical methods used to this end.
II. The Differential Evolution Method of Optimization:
The method of Differential Evolution (DE) was developed by Price and Storn in an attempt to solve the Chebychev polynomial fitting problem. The crucial idea behind DE is a scheme for generating trial parameter vectors. Initially, a population of points (p in m-dimensional space) is generated and evaluated (i.e. f(p) is obtained) for their fitness. Then for each point (p i ) three different points (p a , p b and p c ) are randomly chosen from the population. A new point (p z ) is constructed from those three points by adding the weighted difference between two points (w(p b -p c )) to the third point (p a ). Then this new point (p z ) is subjected to a crossover with the current point (p i ) with a probability of crossover (c r ), yielding a candidate point, say p u . This point, p u , is evaluated and if found better than p i then it replaces p i else pi remains. Thus we obtain a new vector in which all points are either better than or as good as the current points. This new vector is used for the next iteration. This process makes the differential evaluation scheme completely self-organizing.
III. Objectives of the Present Work:
The objective of the present work is to evaluate the performance of the Differential Evolution at nonlinear curve fitting. For this purpose, we have collected problems -models and datasets -mostly from two main sources; the first from the website of NIST [National Institute of Standards and Technology, US Department of Commerce, USA at http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/strd/nls/nls_main.shtml] and the second, the website of the CPC-X Software (makers of the AUTO2FIT Software at http://www.geocities.com/neuralpower now new website at www.7d-soft.com). In this paper we will use 'CPC-X' and 'AUTO2FIT' interchangeably. Some models (and datasets) have been obtained from other sources also.
According to the level of difficulty, the problems may be classified into four categories: (1) Lower, (2) Average, (3) Higher, and (4) Extra Hard. The list of problems (dealt with in the present study) so categorized is given below: It may be noted that the difficulty level of a Least Squares curve fitting problem depends on: (i) the (statistical) model, (ii) the dataset, (iii) the algorithm used for optimization, and (iv) the guessed range (or the starting points of search) of parameters. For the same model and the optimization algorithm starting at the same point, two different datasets may present different levels of difficulty. Similarly, a particular problem might be simple for the one algorithm but very difficult for the others and so on. Again, different algorithms have different abilities to combine their explorative and exploitative functions while searching for an optimum solution. Those with better exploitative abilities converge faster but are easily caught into the local optimum trap. They are also very sensitive to the (guessed) starting points. The algorithms that have excellent explorative power often do not converge fast. Therefore, in fitting a nonlinear function to a dataset, there's many a slip between cup and lip.
IV. The Findings:
In what follows, we present our findings on the performance of the Differential Evolution method at optimization of the Least Squares problems. The datasets and the models are available at the source (NIST, CPC-X Software, Mathworks, Goffe's SIMANN). In case of any model, the function has been fitted to the related data and the estimated values, ŷ , of the predicted variable (y or the dependent variable) has been obtained. The expected values (ŷ ) have been arranged in an ascending order and against the serial number so obtained the expected ŷ and observed y have been plotted. The purpose is to highlight the discrepancies between the observed and the expected values of y. The goodness of fit of a function to a dataset may be summarily judged by R 2 (that always lies between 0 and 1), s 2 or RMS. These values (along with the certified values) have been presented to compare the performance of the Differential Evolution.
The Judge's Function:
This function is given in Judge et al (1990) . Along with the associated data it is a rather simple example of nonlinear least squares curve fitting (and parameter estimation) where (Bates and Watts, 1988 ; see at Mathworks.com) for reaction kinetics is a typical example of nonlinear regression model. The rate of kinetic reaction (y) is dependent on the quantities of three inputs: hydrogen (x 1 ), n-pentane (x 2 ) and isopentane (x 3 ). The model is specified as: More, Garbow and Hillstrom (1981) presented some nonlinear least squares problems for testing unconstrained optimization software. These problems were found to be difficult for some very good algorithms. Of these functions, MGH-09 (Kowalik and Osborne, 1978 ; NIST, USA) is specified as 
The MGH Functions:

The Roszman Function:
In a NIST study Roszman (19??) investigated the number of quantum defects (y) in iodine atoms and explained them by the excited energy state (x in radians) involving quantum defects in iodine atoms (NIST, USA). The model was specified as 14. The Ratkowsky Functions: Two least squares curve-fitting problems presented by Ratkowsky (1983) 
Bennett Function Eckerle Function
The Eckerle Function:
In a NIST study Eckerle (197? , NIST, USA) fitted the model specified as 
The Multi-output Function:
The CPC-X has given an example of a multi-output function in which two dependent variables ( 1 y and 2 y ) are determined by the common independent variables ( 1 2 3 , , x x x ) and they have some common parameters ( b ) such that: Most of the software/methods do not provide any scope to deal with multiple dependent variables having some common parameters and/or independent variables, although such problems are real (viz. production functions of a multi-product firm, etc). We have fitted these functions to the dataset, provided by the CPC-X, in two ways; first when (i) we have not constrained the sum of errors The reference values of 
The Blended Gaussian Function:
NIST has given three datasets (with different difficulty levels) to fit a blended Gassian funcion. The function is specified as We have fitted this function to the three sets of data and obtained the following results. It is worth reporting that the function fitting to dataset-1 is easier as it is robust to a choice of b 2 than the other two datasets. A range (0 < b 2 < 10) yields the results. However, the other two datasets need (0 < b 2 < 0.1) else the algorithm is caught in the local optimum trap. All the three datasets are problematic if b 5 or b 8 is given a range much beyond (0, 50). The problem is extremely unstable.
Estimated Parameters of Blended Gaussian Function with Different Datasets
27
The CPC-X-2 Function:
This function is a ratio of two other linear functions given as 4.58342731 + 0.000262177177x -7.95307951E-006x -0.0270514576x + 0.0331768444x 1+ 9.54335611E-005x -3.04612509E-006x -0.0066977514x + 0.00668129827x y = For this estimated model the value of s 2 is 3.479215814564. V. Concluding Remarks: The Differential Evaluation (DE) method applied to fit functions to datasets given by NIST and others has exhibited a mixed performance. It has been successful at the job for all problems, of various degrees of difficulty, given by NIST, although, the Blended Gauss functions have been relatively difficult and sensitive to the choice of initial values or range of parameters. It may be noted that unless otherwise stated or discussed, the DE has been successful to obtain the optimum results even if the domains of parameters were too wide. Oftentimes, the DE does not require the domain (of parameters) to be specified in a narrow range as do the other software/methods to solve the nonlinear least squares problem. However, in a few cases when a too wide domain made the program unstable, wayward or haywire, narrower domains were specified. Such cases have been duly reported.
CPC-X-2 Function
Among the CPC-X functions (including the Mount, the Sin-Cos, the Cos-Sin and the Multi-output functions) -ten of them posed by the CPC-X Software as the challenge problems -the DE has been able to deal with nine (challenge functions # 9, 8, 7, 3, 4; and other functions namely the Mount, the Sin-Cos, the Cos-Sin and the Multi-output functions) either comfortably or with some trial and error in setting the ranges of parameters to be estimated. In particular, the Mount, the Sin-Cos, the Cos-Sin and the Multi-output functions have been very easy to fit. The function # 5 has been quite difficult to optimize and although the DE took the solution very close to the one reported by CPC-X, but it remained, after all, sub-optimal. The DE solution to the CPC-X-6 function remained appreciably far from the optimal fit.
The DE performed miserably in dealing with two CPC-X functions: #1 and #2. In spite of several trials, the DE failed to reach any closer to the optimal solution (the reference R 2 provided by the CPC-X).
The Differential Evolution optimizer is a (stochastic) population-based method. It may be noted that all population-based methods of optimization partake of the probabilistic nature inherent to them. As a result, one cannot obtain certainty in their results, unless they are permitted to go on for indefinitely large search attempts. Larger is the number of attempts greater is the probability that they would find out the optimum. Secondly, all of them adapt themselves to the surface on which they find the optimum. The scheme of adaptation is largely based on some guesswork since nobody knows as to the true nature of the problem (environment or surface) and the most suitable scheme of adaptation to fit the given environment. Surfaces may be varied and different for different functions. Further, like any other population-based method of optimization, the DE method operates with a number of parameters that may be changed at choice to make it more effective. This choice is often problem oriented and that for obvious reasons. A particular choice may be extremely effective in a few cases, but it might be ineffective (or counterproductive) in certain other cases. Additionally, there is a relation of trade-off among those parameters.
The CPC-X problems are the challenge problems for any nonlinear Least Squares algorithm. About these problems, the CPC-X Software themselves remark: "Some of those test data are very hard, and may never get right answers without using Auto2Fit. Even for Auto2Fit, it does not ensure every run will be successful. … In some cases, you may try to change the control parameter of 'Population Size' …". They have suggested that to solve these problems one should use Global Levenberg-Marquardt or Global BFGS method. The CPC-X has also fitted the multi-output function by the DE methodnot by the Global Levenberg-Marquardt or the Global BFGS method. If the DE has performed well at more than half the number of such challenge problems (and done better than the AUTO2FIT in some cases), we may conclude that its success rate is appreciably high and it may be used for solving nonlinear curve fitting problem with some good degree of reliability and dependability (for performance of other software on NIST functions see Lilien, 2000) . It may be noted that there cannot be any 'sure success method' to solve all the problem of nonlinear least squares curve fitting.
Additionally, the DE oftentimes allows for a large and wide domain for the parameters to start the search. The most of other algorithms for solving a nonlinear least squares problem are too (impracticably) demanding on the initial guess of parameters.
